Godless
150 Years of Disbelief
Editor: Chaz Bufe • Introduction: Dan Arel
Godless is a compilation of wide-ranging texts, both hilarious and horrifying, on atheism, belief, and religion. The selections in the book appeared in
various formats from the late nineteenth century through the early twentyfirst, and their authors were often active in the anarchist, Marxist, or radical
leftist movements of their day. Derived from printed pamphlets, periodicals,
and newspaper pieces that were mass-produced and widely distributed,
these texts serve as freethinking propaganda in a media war against morbid authoritarian doctrines.
With both a sophisticated analysis of inconsistencies in deistic beliefs and
a biting satirical edge, Godless gives ammunition to those fighting fundamentalist bigotry—and more than a few reasons to abandon Christianity.
Readers previously familiar with the authors’ political polemics will be rewarded in contemplating another side of their remarkable literary output. Contributors include Emma Goldman, Ambrose Bierce, Chaz Bufe,
E. Haldeman-Julius, Earl Lee, G. Richard Bozarth, Johann Most, Joseph
McCabe, Matilda Gage, Pamela Sutter, S.C. Hitchcock, and Sébastien
Faure.
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“The book is a far-reaching collection of timeless, provocative, politically
astute quotations from a wide range of people active in many walks of life.
It is fun, informative, and more.”
—Z Magazine, on The Heretic’s Handbook of Quotations
“Such bitterness, such negativity, such unbridled humor, wit and sarcasm.”
—Mensa Bulletin on The American Heretic’s Dictionary
“No serious scholar of Catholicism can afford to miss the McCabe reprints.
Less serious readers may be entertained by his erudite asides and vituperative language.”
—Donald Rooum, Freedom Fortnightly
“We’ve read a library-full of atheist books, and this one rates with the best.”
—The Moral Atheist, on Disbelief 101
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